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1 Answer the following questions in short :
10
(1) Write syntax for creating stored function.
(2) Write pl/sql block and explain it.
(3) What do you mean by trigger ? Why they are used and list types of them.
(4) List advantages of procedure.
(5) Give example which show use of savepoint and commit.

2 Write answers for the followings :
12
(1) Explain deadlock prevention techniques.
6
OR
Discuss conflict serializability giving example.
6
(2) How concurrent execution take place giving example of it ?
4
(3) List methods for end transaction in oracle.
2
3 Write answers for the followings:

(1) Write detailed note on use of commit, rollback and savepoint giving example.

OR

Explain explicit cursor management. (declare, open, fetch and close)

(2) Explain user defined exception handling in pl/sql.

(3) Write syntax and example for stored function.

4 Write answers for the followings:

(1) Explain syntax for creating and replacing trigger also give example of it.

OR

Write detailed note on package.

(2) Write detailed note on types of triggers.

(3) Write brief note on TCL statement.